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Abstract-In cloud computing better performances of computing resources are always a desirable task
for cloud researchers. In this research paper we are presenting a new load balancing algorithm for cloud
performance improvement, is introduced which based on “Modified fuzzy Logic and Advance Particle
Swarm Optimization Model (MFL-APSOM)”, to optimize the total execution time of tasks in the
workflow applications. The key objective of applying the MFL-APSOM method is to minimize the total
tasks execution time by verifying the load fluctuations of the interconnected tasks. The variance of the
algorithm considers factors such as load variations and optimization of the data retrieval time. The
proposed MFL-APSOM model is validated by applying various workflow structures with different data
block sizes. The results are compared with existing HEFT (Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time)
algorithm and Scalable Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time methods (SHEFT).Simulation results clearly
shows that proposed method performs outstanding in terms of cloud performance parameters over
existing methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a distributed computing paradigm that focuses on providing a wide range of
users with distributed access to scalable, virtualized hardware and/or software infrastructure over the
internet [2]. Potentially it can make the new idea of „computing as a utility‟ in the near future.
Despite this technical definition cloud computing is in essence an economic model for a different way to
acquire and manage IT resources. An organization needs to weigh cost, benefits and risks of cloud
computing in determining whether to adopt it as an IT strategy[1,11]. The availability of advance
processors and communication technology has resulted the use of interconnected, multiple hosts
instead of single high-speed processor which incurs cloud computing. Recently, public cloud is made
available as a pay per usage model while private cloud can be built with the infrastructure of the
organization itself. Web Services, Google AppEngine, and Microsoft Azure are examples of public
cloud. The service provided by the public cloud is known as utility computing. As benefit, users can
access this service “anytime, anywhere”, share data and collaborate more easily, and keep data safely in
the infrastructure. Although there are risks involved with releasing data onto third party servers without
having the full control of it[4,6,9].
II. LOAD BALANCING IN CLOUD COMPUTING
Load balancing is the process of distributing the load among various resources in any
system. Thus load need to be distributed over the resources in cloud-based architecture, so that
each resources does approximately the equal amount of task at any point of time. Basic need is
to provide some techniques to balance requests to provide the solution of the application faster[6,8].
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III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In Cloud Computing, load balancing is one of the major challenges that play an important role in
defining the performance of the Cloud system. Without having an effective load balancer, some
resources will be under-utilized and some of them will be over-utilized. Hence, to design a competent
balanced system, main elements such as load estimation, load comparison and interaction between tasks
and resources should be considered.
IV. PROPOSED “MFL-APSOM” MODEL
In the proposed method MFL-APSOM, each task considers as a single particle in a larger
population. Chosen particles are controlled by their velocity, direction and magnitude. The novelty of
the proposed model can be highlighted by projecting the load fluctuations between the parent tasks and
the child tasks in a workflow application. The dynamic load balancing algorithm is applied either as a
distributed or a nondistributed manner. Dynamic load balancing method have a great advantages over
other method, is that if any node fails, it will not halt the system that can totally affect the overall system
performance. The proposed MFL-APSOM, algorithms firstly computes the current load for all the
computing resources of a virtual machine of cloud servers. Once the load is computed for all the
resources, the load balancing effectively uses the resources dynamically in the process of assigning
resources to the corresponding node to reduce the load value. So, for assigning of resources to
properly VMs with fuzzy rules, an MFL-APSOM is suggested for load balancing.

Figure 4 Proposed MFL-APSO models for cloud
V. STEPS FOR MFL-APSO MODEL
Following steps are used in designing of proposed modelStep 1-The load balancer gets the data from CSP. The load balancer is a middleware intermediate to
CSP and cloud data centre.
Step 2- The load balancer processes the data centre and identifies the number of VMs with
number of processors in each VM. The load balancer gets properties of VMs such as total memory,
used free memory, available memory, latency rate, response Time and execution time is calculated.
Step 3- Resource level percentage is calculated for each VM using this property.
Step 4-By applying the Fuzzy rules, the resource level status is identified as slower, medium and
Higher.
Step 5-The load is allocated based on the percentage identified by the resource level percentage metrics.
This RLP is an efficiency parameter in this proposed methodology to increase the efficiency of the cloud
computing.
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VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm Java programming has been used to
extend the Cloudsim simulation tool. Cloudsim is an open source simulation package developed in Java
language by the University of Melbourne. It is mainly developed to study the effectiveness of various
optimization and performance improvement methods in Cloud Computing. In Clouds, we have several
sites containing several virtual machines and storage elements. The proposed algorithm uses 300 VMs in
a single data centre. The memory for each VM can share the physical resources on a server. The
different type of file size is given and the files allocated based on the resource level percentage taken in
allocated VM.

Figure 6- Creating VMs for proposed method
6.1 Response time Analysis- In cloud the response time is calculated by the time required for one
packet to travel from load balance server to a virtual machine.

Table 6.1 Response time

Figure 6.1 Response time
6.2 Execution Time- can be estimated by evaluating the time required for completing the
operation time of virtual machines in the cloud data centre. Less execution time shows better
performance.
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Table 6.2 Execution Time

Figure 6.2 Execution Time
6.3 Memory Rate-In this experiment, the maximum memory rate with different values has been set to
evaluate the performance of our proposed scheduling model.

Table 6.3 Memory Rate

Figure 6.3 Memory Rate
6.4 Workflow Soft Error Rates-To analyze the fault tolerance of the proposed algorithm we have
applied soft errors on system‟s memory to evaluate the output results of the proposed MFL-APSOM
experiment.
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Table 6.4 Work flow Soft error Rates %

Table 6.5 Work flow Soft error Rates %
Result Analysis- The above experimental results clearly shows that proposed MFL-APSOM method
performs outstanding over existing HEFT and SHEFT methods.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Load balancing is one of the key factors in increasing the performance of the Cloud Computing.
To address this shortcoming, a heuristic scheduling algorithm has been presented in this chapter which is
designed based on “Modified fuzzy Logic and Advance Particle Swarm Optimization Model (MFLAPSOM)” Model. An experimental result clearly shows that proposed MFL-APSOM method performs
outstanding over existing HEFT and SHEFT methods in terms of response time, execution time, error
rate and memory rate.
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